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ABSTRACT

Many listeners with medium-severe hearing loss
present audiograms with high frequency loss
descending profiles. These patients can resolve
spectral cues normally for lower frequency signals
but they often show less ability to use high
frequency information. We have presented in this
paper a new Discrete Exponential Transform
(DET), its fundamentals, and the correspondingly
algorithm designed to compensate this particular
feature of the impairment. The preliminary results
of the processed speech material in two impaired
listeners suggests that DET could be implemented
in digital hearing aids to be used in patients with
severe and moderate-severe hearing loses.

1. INTRODUCTION .

Many listeners with medium-severe hearing loss
present audiograms with high frequency loss
descending profiles. These patients can resolve
spectral cues normally for lower frequency signals
but they often show less ability to use high
frequency information.  Because the importance of
medium-high frequencies information for phoneme
distinction, these impaired listeners cannot
discriminate certain phonemes during conversation
suffering communication problems.

This situation has led researchers to design and test
hearing-aid systems that compensate this
impairment by different methods. For almost five
decades, investigators have attempted to lower the
spectrum of the speech to match the residual
hearing of listeners with high frequency
impairment mostly by the lowering frequency
processing method ([1] Ling, 1969; [2] Hicks,
1981; [3], [4] Reed, 1983, 1985; [5] Posen, 1993).

This frequency lowering is a form of signal
processing designed to match speech to the

residual auditory capacity of a listener with a high
frequency hearing loss.

To accomplish frequency lowering, we have
designed and preliminarily tested, a modified DFT
(Discrete Fourier Transform). This modified
transform (Discrete Exponential Transform) (DET)
has an exponential distribution in the frequency
domain of the spectrum.

In this paper we present the fundamentals of this
new Transform, and the processing algorithm
corresponding to DET which produces a lowered
processed speech. Preliminary listening test in two
impaired listeners suggests that patients with
moderate-severe and severe hearing losses could
obtain benefits from this processing algorithm.

2. TEST METHODS

Two listeners with severe, sloping hearing losses
participated in the study. They were young adult
and had losses of cochlear type. Stimuli consisted
of the following list of 22 sentences each:

CID W-22 words in sentences, male talker, in
quiet.
CID W-22 words in sentences, female talker, in
quiet.
CID W-22 words in sentences, male talker speech,
sharpened and lowered signal with 10 dB S/N.
CID W-22 words in sentences, female talker
speech, sharpened and lowered signal with 10 dB
S/N.

Sentences were presented by TDH-49 headphones.
Attenuation levels for each sentence were adjusted
individually based on the RMS amplitude of the
sentence and the target presentation level. Word
list consisted of sets of 22 words, randomised and
balanced to avoid bias.
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The listeners were examined in an
audiometry chamber. They selected the listened
target word within a sentence from a list of 8
choices. They indicated their choice via touch
screen, and indicated their judgement of the quality
of the signal (1 to 4). The answers were scored for
number of key words correct by an experimenter
who was blind to the conditions

3. RESULTS

3.1 Exponential Discrete Transform.

3.1.1 Introduction

The uniform space between the output points in
frequency domain of the DFT spectrum is not very
suitable for audio signal. The reason of this is that
this kind of signal has more information for people
in low frequency than in high frequency (Stevens´
law). The exponential distribution has high
resolution in low frequency and low resolution in
high frequency, so it is appropriated to modify the
partials of the spectrum of the signal in frequency
domain for audio signal. Although we have used
the exponential distribution, we could use any kind
of audiology scale (e.g. ERB, CB and Mel).

3.1.2 Definition

The direct form of DET (Exponential discrete
Transform) is:
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T is the sample rate (T=1/Fs), N is the number of
samples of the signal and fo=Fs/N. h(kT) are the
samples of the time signal and H(ne fo) are the
samples in frequency domain.
and the resolution factor r is:
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So, the frequencies analysed (ne*fo) have a
exponentially distribution given by ne.

The difference between DFT and DET is that in
the first one ne has a uniform distribution and in
the second one ne has an exponential distribution.
The main difference between DFT y DET is that
the DFT has got orthogonal nuclei and the DET
has not got it. For this reason, the DFT can
reconstruct the signal without errors.

Comparing the frequencies analysed using DET
and DFT we have the following table:

Trans Analysed Frequencies

DFT  0, 1*fo, 2*fo, 3*fo,….(N-1)*fo.

 DET (-N/2)e*fo, (-N/2+1)e*fo, …(-1)e*fo , 0, (1)e*fo,

..(N/2-1)e*fo

Table 1. Comparation between analysed frequencies using
DFT and DET.

Where fo=Fs/N, Fs is the sample rate and N is the
number of points in the transformation.
The inverse form of DET (Discrete Exponential
Transform) following the same definitions is:
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The symbol ~ above the h (kT) means that the
signal has errors, so the perfect reconstruction is
no possible. For this application, frequency
lowering for hearing people, this error is no
significant because the signal is modificated very
much.

3.2 Test Results.

The test results are showed in the following
tables:
Patient RB:

Stimuli Errors
WL1

Errors
WL2

Errors
WL3

Errors
WL4

Original
10 15 15 18

Linear
compression 9 15 13 16

Exponential
compression 7 13 12 16

Table 2. Test results for patient RB.
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Patient JP:
Stimuli Errors

WL1
Errors
WL2

Errors
WL3

Errors
WL4

Original
7 10 11 15

Linear
compression

6 7 8 12

Exponential
compression 4 8 7 12

Table 3. Test results for patient JP.

4. LOWERING ALGORITHM

The signal transformation employed achieves
pitch-invariant frequency lowering with
nonuniform compression of the short-term spectral
envelope. The goal of this algorithm is to lower the
spectrum of speech to match the residual hearing
of listeners with high frequency impaired.

We have used two different compressions:

- Linear compression

The partial n of the DFT spectrum of the signal is
shifted to the n/z position for z>1. The relation
between the original frequency (fin) and the
modified frequency (fout) using this linear
compression (z=3) is showed in Figure 1

Figure 1. Frequency transformation applied by the
lowering algorithm using DFT with z=3.

- Exponential compression

The partial n of the DET spectrum of the signal is
shifted to the nc position for c>1. The relation
between the original frequency (fin) and the
modified frequency (fout) using DET and c=0.8 is
showed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Frequency transformation applied by the
lowering algorithm using DET.

For both cases, the lowering algorithm is applied
modifying ne in the equation (1.4). For the first
case ne’=ne/z, applying a linear transform. For the
second case ne’=ne

c, applying an exponential
transform. This modified ne is used in the 1.4
equation, so we can have a frequency-compressed
time signal.

5. DISCUSION AND CONCLUSION

The resulting processed speech maintained the
fundamental pitch and temporal pattern with a
good sound quality. In Figure 3 are shown the
spectrogram of the lowered spectrum (Figure 3.b)
and the original one (Figure 3.a). This illustrates
how clearly the spectral structure is compressed in
a low-frequency band.

Figure 3.a. Speech spectrogram of the original speech.

Figure 3.b. Modified Speech spectrogram of the original
speech. The principal formants have been lowered (the
formant have been shifted to low-frequency).



An intensive observation of the total results
indicates that lowering processing improved these
listeners' understanding of fricative, stops and
affricate sounds, while providing no significant
change in identification of vowels and nasals
sounds.

The processing algorithm uses different transforms
to implement the lowered processing. Although
both used transforms (DFT and DET) have
improved the phoneme intelligibility for the two
tested impaired people under the conditions
showed in section 2, the exponential compression
shows more benefits than the linear compression.
Extensive testing under a variety of listening
conditions and with more hearing-impaired
listeners is necessary.
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